Conquer rust with noverox® Spray

noverox® anti-corrosion Spray based on Epoxyd resins and with its long-lasting effect is now even easier to apply. Already well-proven for several years, the noverox® anti-corrosion Spray formulated with an environmentally safe propellant is drying quickly, protects steel and iron against rust for long periods of time and does not contain any toxic substances such as lead or zinc chromate. Due to its excellent adhesion to rust, old coatings and metal, this spray treatment provides an ideal primer for objects requiring protection.

Recommended procedure

Remove dirt, peeling paint and loose rust. Wash off salt residues with water and degrease surface with thinner. Then spray on two coats of noverox®, allowing at least 10 minutes drying time between the first and second coat. Spraying should be carried out at a distance of approx. 25 cm between spray nozzle and object. After 6-8 hours final drying time, the surfaces treated with noverox® are ready for painting.

Cleaning agent: synthetic resin thinner.

Important points

Shake can thoroughly before use. Content is under pressure - do not expose to direct sunlight or heat above +50° C. Do not open forcibly. Do not spray over open fire or smouldering embers. Throw away can only when empty! Highly flammable. After final use, invert can and empty out by pressing valve. Do not allow to get into the hands of children. Store the can vertical. Shelf life: 3 years.

Fields of application

For do-it-yourself, workshop and general maintenance in industry and handicraft. Iron and steel surfaces as well as rusted areas on automobiles, bicycles, fences, garden furniture, grills, campers, boats, etc.

Important properties

- is effective on rust - converts rust into a stable dark compound
- may also be applied on slightly wet surfaces
- short drying time - may be top coated after 6-8 hours
- excellent adhesive primer
- ideal base for noverox® metal- and car repair filler and noverox® filler spray
- may be force-dried (up to +180°C./10 min.)
- can be directly top-coated with customary 2-comp. car paints (PUR included)
Identification

F Highly flammable

R-Phrases

R12 Extremely flammable

S-Phrases

S2 Keep out of reach of children.
S24/25 Avoid contact with the skin and the eyes.
S51 Use only in well ventilated areas.

Content is under pressure. Do not expose to direct sunlight or heat above +40° C. Do not open forcibly. Do not spray over open fire or smouldering embers.

Products

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Order-Number</th>
<th>Packing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>noverox® Universal Rust-Stop Spray 150 ml.</td>
<td>163365</td>
<td>12 cans / carton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>noverox® Universal Rust-Stop Spray 400 ml.</td>
<td>163364</td>
<td>6 cans / carton</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Liability exemptions

The particulars mentioned below are non-binding details. In every case we recommend you try repeatedly yourself. No warranty applies in this case. Every liability in the details mentioned, are exempt by law. The responsibility for the use of, and in compliance with the processing guidelines, lies solely with the processor. Conditionally through technical development there could be changes made to the product. Valid is however the most recent version of this information.